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 ABSTRACT. Coming to Central America first and foremost as entrepreneurs who sought to profit from the work of others, Spanish
 conquerors and colonists turned to the acquisition of land only after their search for gold, silver, or a successful cash crop--a
 produit moteur-proved fruitless. Archival evidence extant for the remote northwestern corner of Guatemala (the Cuchumatin
 highlands) certainly conforms, both temporally and spatially, to the overall operation of such a process. Apart from a few early
 titles in the Huehuetenango area, the taking up of land on the part of Spaniards began significantly only during the economically
 depressed years of the seventeenth century, when a frugal self-sufficiency was not without advantage. This trend continued
 throughout the eighteenth century as Spaniards who acquired land in the Cuchumatanes, particularly on the lush meadows of
 the Altos de Chiantla, became aware of the potential of the region for the raising of livestock, especially sheep. Although sizeable
 haciendas were created, thus precipitating conflict between Spaniards and Indians over land rights and boundaries, the emergence
 of the large landed estate in the Cuchumatin region was not attained wholly at the expense of the territorial integrity of native
 communities. Landholding patterns in the Cuchumatain highlands therefore reflect a reality distinctly different from that recorded
 for other parts of Spanish America where encroachment by the European invaders or retention by Indian communities seem to
 have been significantly more marked.

 Scholars have long recognized that the hacienda, or landed estate, played a significant role in
 the economic, political, and social development of many parts of Spanish America.' Of particular
 importance in the context of colonial Mexico have been the contributions of Woodrow Borah
 and Franqois Chevalier.2 Both these writers contend that the emergence of the hacienda was
 contemporaneous with a period of demographic collapse and economic depression lasting from
 the late sixteenth until the late seventeenth century, and suggest that the two events are
 inextricably linked. Once created, the hacienda cast a long and oppressive shadow. Borah, for
 instance, maintains that, by the end of the seventeenth century, an economy distinctively
 Mexican in character 'was already organized on the basis of latifundia and debt peonage, the
 twin aspects of Mexican life which continued nearly to our day and which helped provoke the
 Revolution of 1910-1917'.3

 That colonial Guatemala also experienced a seventeenth-century demographic and econ-
 omic crisis characterized by a marked tendency on the part of resident Spaniards to take up
 land has been impressively documented by Murdo MacLeod.4 According to MacLeod, however,
 Spanish interest in the acquisition of land was more intense south and east of Santiago de
 Guatemala than north and west of the capital, due chiefly to the greater accessibility, fertility,
 and entrepreneurial potential of the former region compared to the latter.5 As in Mexico, the
 consequences of the seventeenth-century depression were far reaching because it was during
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 FIGURE 1. The cuchumatain highlands of Guatemala: geographical setting and principal settlements
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 this period, asserts MacLeod, that 'the basis was laid for the modern political and economic
 divisions of the area, and for the cultural cleavage between Indian and Ladino which hampers
 Guatemalan nationhood to this day'.6

 Contrary to the thesis promoted by Borah, Chevalier, and MacLeod, the research of
 William Taylor in the Valley of Oaxaca indicates that although the familiar features of large
 Spanish estates, landless Indians, and debt peonage were certainly to be found during colonial
 times, nonetheless they were neither common nor characteristic.7 Haciendas owned and operated
 by Spaniards did emerge, but Indians still controlled two-thirds of the agricultural land of the
 region during the last century of colonial rule.8 Taylor suggests that such a significant
 departure from the findings of Chevalier in particular may simply reflect the deficiencies on
 an overgeneralized model which fails to take into proper account the nuances of time and place.
 An awareness of regional variation, Taylor declares, is all-important: 'What holds for the Valley
 of Oaxaca in 1750 is unlikely to hold for Colima in 1800', a view which has been echoed recently
 by a number of scholars specializing in local studies of colonial Mexico.9 Landholding in colonial
 Guatemala, Taylor speculates, may approach a middle ground between the extremes represented
 by the Chevalier or North Mexican model and the example of the Valley of Oaxaca.1o It is
 the purpose of this paper to reconstruct landholding patterns, both Spanish and Indian,
 throughout the colonial period in a remote area of Central America known as the Altos
 Cuchumatanes, or Cuchumatin highlands, today the north-western part of the republic of
 Guatemala (Fig. 1). In reconstructing this vital aspect of the colonial landscape, an attempt
 will be made to present and to interpret the evidence in the context of the issues outlined above.

 PATTERNS OF SPANISH LANDHOLDING

 In his landmark work on Spanish Central America, MacLeod has convincingly demonstrated
 that the first Spanish conquerors and colonists in the region were not men motivated primarily
 by feudal ambitions. Rather, they were initially much more entrepreneurial and mercantile in
 their interests. Only when exploitation of the work of others proved, if not without profit cer-
 tainly not as lucrative as anticipated, did Spaniards focus attention on the land and concentrate
 on the establishment of large rural estates. Control of labour, therefore, was for much of the
 sixteenth century considered more important than control of land. Thus an emphasis was
 placed during the early period of Spanish rule on such human-oriented exploitative devices
 as encomienda and repartimiento."1

 Spanish interest in the Cuchumatin highlands parallels closely the general pattern of
 exploitation and involvement developed by MacLeod. There was an initial flurry of excitement
 over the possibility that the region might contain significant mineral wealth, but this early
 promise never materialized. The gold of Pichiquil and San Francisco Motozintla proved more
 mythic than real.12 Silver was plentiful enough at Chiantla to provoke the first Spaniard to
 exploit the local ores, Juan de Espinar, with a handsome return of 8700 pesos in 1537,13 but
 this level of profit was not long maintained. The mines of Chiantla continued to produce modest
 quantities of silver and lead throughout the colonial period,14 but the scale and output of the
 operation was far less significant than that of central Honduras, and nothing at all like those
 of Guanajuato and Zacatecas in the Viceroyalty of New Spain or Potosi in the Viceroyalty of
 Peru. By the close of the sixteenth century it was apparent to the few Spaniards who decided
 to retain an active interest in the Cuchumatanes that greater security and better prospects lay
 in taking up land than in coercing a diminishing native population, rapidly declining primarily
 because of its acute vulnerability to European-introduced diseases," to render labour in marginal
 mining enterprises.
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 TABLE I

 Medidas and composiciones of Spanish Landholdings in the Cuchumatdn Highlands (1607-1726)

 Year Location of holding Extent of holding Recipient AGCA source*

 1607 Betweeen Aguacatin, Francisco Rodriguez Al, Exp. 51931
 Chiantla, and San Juan leg. 5937
 Ixcoy

 1623 2 leagues from Cuilco 12 caballerfas Sebastian Montes de Al, Exp. 51953
 Oca leg. 5939

 1628 Los Altos de Chiantla 18 caballerfas Bartolome Ponce Al, Exp. 51964
 leg. 5939

 1652 Patziquichi, vicinity 2 caballerfas Melchor Gonzilez Al, Exp. 52010
 of Santa Ana Malacatain de Mazariegos leg. 5943

 1670 Between Chiantla and 2 caballerlas Alfirez Jose Perez Al, Exp. 52054
 Agucatin de la Plata leg. 5946

 1670 Between Chiantla, 9-1/2 Jose de Alvarado Al, Exp. 52055
 Aguacatin, and Todos caballerias Bracamonte leg. 5946
 Santos Cuchumatain

 1670 Chiantla, near to the 10-1/2 Juan L6pez de Mata Al, Exp. 52056
 Cerro Chancol on the caballer'as leg. 5946
 Altos de Agucatan

 1676 Vicinity of San Juan 7 cabellerfas Melchor Rodriguez Al, Exp. 52087
 Ixcoy leg. 5948

 1683 Between Chiantla and 8-1/2 caballerfas Pedro Chivez Al, Exp. 52106
 Tazal-Bentic leg. 5949

 1684 Altos de Cuchumatin 2 caballerias Pedro Nolasco Al.57, Exp. 55405
 leg. 6095

 1685 5-6 leagues from Todos 5-1/2 caballerfas Melchor de Mencos Al, Exp. 52111
 Santos Cuchumatin and leg. 5949
 San Juan Ixcoy

 1704 Huehuetenango 16 caballerfas Tomis Garcfa de Al. 80, Exp. 52241
 Medina leg. 5959

 1705 Huehuetenango 3 caballerias Antonia de Le6n Al. 24, Exp. 10218
 leg. 1574

 1705 Huehuetenango 6 caballertas Andres de Le6n Al, Exp. 52252
 leg. 5960

 1706 Huehuetenango 5-1/2 caballerias Ana Maria de Al. 24, Exp. 10219
 Mazariegos leg. 1575

 1706 Huehuetenango 3 caballerfas Antonio Cifuentes Al. 24, Exp. 10219
 leg. 1575

 1706 Huehuetenango 19 caballerlas Maria de Vides Al. 24, Exp. 10219
 leg. 1575

 1706 Huehuetenango 6 caballerfas Garcia de Medina Al. 24, Exp. 10219
 leg. 1575

 1707 Chiantla 5 caballerias Domingo Garcia Al, Exp. 10220,
 Moscoso leg. 1576

 1708 Jacaltenango 7 caballerias Convento de Al. 24, Exp. 10221
 Jacaltenango leg. 1577

 1711 Between Chiantla and 4 caballerias Domingo Garcia Al. 24, Exp. 10222
 Aguacatin de Moscoso leg. 1578

 1714 Huehuetenango 2 caballerias Duarte Fernandez Al. 57, Exp. 48171
 de Hidalgo leg. 5757

 1717 Valley of Sahcajah, 10 caballerfas Antonia de Leon Al. 24, Exp. 10226
 Huehuetenango leg. 1582

 1726 Tepequigilil, San 2 caballerfas Domingo Ramfrez Al. 24, Exp. 10229
 Andres Cuilco leg. 1585

 *AGCA is the Spanish acronym of the Archivo General de Centroambrica in Guatemala City.
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 Among the earliest titles to land in the Cuchumatin region were four awards made between
 November 1563 and May 1564 to the encomendero of Huehuetenango, Luis Manuel Pimentel.
 The first award was for two caballeriasl6 of land near Huehuetenango to be used to cultivate
 wheat. A charge of 500 pesos was made for the title. It was also stipulated that the land had
 to be fully cultivated within two years, and that no sale of property could occur until four years
 had passed. A second title to two caballerias near Chiantla was granted for land to grow corn,
 at the same cost and carrying similar restrictions regarding property sale. Two further titles
 were made for grazing land near Huehuetenango to raise sheep, goats, cattle, horses, and mules.
 All four titles awarded to Pimentel stated that the land was allocated 'without harm' (sin
 perjuicio) to the Indians, and that the grants did not conflict with the legal claims of any other
 party. In addition to landed property, Pimentel also acquired ownership of a water mill in
 Huehuetenango which had formerly belonged to Juan de Espinar.'7

 The move by Manuel Pimentel to take up land in the vicinity of Huehuetenango apparently
 did not immediately influence other Spaniards to do likewise, for there is a lengthy hiatus in
 land acquisition between the 1560s and the end of the sixteenth century. The start of the
 seventeenth century, however, marked the beginning of a spate of interest in Cuchumatin
 landholding that continued for the remainder of the colonial era.

 The period of time between the early seventeenth and the early eighteenth century
 witnessed the taking up of land in the Cuchumatanes through composicidn, a policy by which
 an impecunious treasury either sold Crown land (tierras realengas) or legalized an irregular land
 title on the payment of a fee. The proclivity of the Crown towards this policy meant that
 Spaniards could illegally usurp Indian holdings in the knowledge that a small monetary
 contribution to the royal treasury was all that was needed to legalize the seizure. At least 24
 composiciones, amounting to over 165 caballerias of land, are recorded for properties in
 the Cuchumatin highlands between 1607 and 1726 (see Table I). The chronology of these
 grants of land coincides closely with the years of the Central American economic depression
 and, as MacLeod has indicated, likely reflects the flight to a humble, rural self-sufficiency on
 the part of resident Spaniards and creoles frustrated by the events and circumstances of
 seventeenth-century colonial life.'8

 During the seventeenth-century depression Spaniards were more attracted to the lands
 south and east of Santiago de Guatemala where, in addition to staples such as wheat, fruit,
 and vegetables, indigo could be cultivated as a cash crop and cattle raised as a source of hides
 and meat. Although the highlands to the north and west of the capital-rugged, isolated,
 certainly offering subsistence possibilities but with little potential for cash cropping--were not
 so significantly encroached upon, there were pockets in this region containing excellent grazing
 and pasture land. The Spaniards who took up land in the Cuchumatanes soon recognized that
 holdings in these remote parts could not only be farmed but could also be profitably exploited
 for ranching purposes. A particular focus of attention was the lofty plateau, or pdramo, known
 as the Altos de Chiantla, where various elements of physical geography combined to produce
 some of the finest pasture land in all Central America, even if the environment (cold, windswept,
 bleak, and isolated) was as inclement to man as it was ideal for the raising of livestock, especially
 sheep.

 One of the first important landholders on the Altos de Chiantla was Baltasar de Herrera
 who, at the time of penning his will in 1687, owned the hacienda known as Nuestra Sefiora
 del Rosario Changacux Ch~mal y Saxbalhi. A property then of some fifteen caballerias, El Rosario
 supported over 2000 head of sheep in addition to some horses and cattle.'9 After the death
 of Herrera, El Rosario was taken over by his son-in-law, Domingo Moscoso Balmaior. An
 ambitious and enterprising individual, Moscoso sought to gain control over as much of the Altos
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 de Chiantla as possible. Early in the eighteenth century he acquired the lands and livestock
 of Jose Alvarado Bracamonte and Melchor Rodriguez Mazariegos (see Table I), and by 1711
 owned over 69 caballerias of prime pasture land. The Moscoso holdings at that time supported
 over 12 000 head of sheep.20

 When Moscoso died he left his estate to his wife, Lucrecia de Herrera. She penned her
 will on September 9, 1725, and listed as Moscoso property the three finest haciendas of the
 Altos de Chiantla: El Rosario, La Capellania, and Chancol. El Rosario contained 10 600 sheep,
 500 mares, 400 cows, 300 horses, fifteen mules, and two donkeys, as well as a number of houses
 for resident Indian workers, the casa grande of the patrdn, and a sumptuously decorated chapel.
 La Capellania raised over 5000 sheep, 300 mares, and several mules. Chancol comprised ten
 to twelve caballerias of quality pasture which had been purchased from Tomis Garcia de Medina
 for 600 pesos.21

 On the death of Dofia Lucrecia, the Moscoso holdings were passed on to her brother-in-
 law, Juan Martinez de la Vega. When he compiled his last will and testimony on February
 27, 1744, the following Cuchumatain properties had been added to his estate:

 Sajpojola: an hacienda of thirteen and one-half caballerias which was purchased for 1350
 pesos from Dofia Micaela de la Parra, widow of Sebastiin Antonio de Aguayo.

 San Antonio Musmul: A plot of land measuring nine caballer'as bought from Pedro de
 Ch ivez.

 Baco de Anco: A plot of land measuring five caballerias near Todos Santos Cuchumatain
 and San Juan Ixcoy.

 Xebuyugiiitz: An hacienda of seventeen caballerz'as purchased from the heirs of Juan L6pez
 de los Rfos.

 Tuhuinimai: Five caballerias of land in the Rio de las Vueltas.

 Los Cheches: Five caballerias of land on the Altos de Chiantla overlooking Aguacatain.
 These properties, along with the former Moscoso holdings, amounted to a sizeable estate

 of some 137 caballerias which supported 30 000 sheep, 1000 cattle, 1000 mares, 180 horses,
 400 pigs, 49 mules, and five pairs of oxen.22

 Although Martinez de la Vega left some property to the Church, his daughters Manuela
 and Juana received the bulk of the estate. To Manuela, the wife of Manuel Francisco de
 Fuenlabrada, was left Hacienda El Rosario, while Juana, the wife of Marcelo de Noriega,
 received Hacienda Chancol. Juana later sold Chancol to her brother-in-law, Fuenlabrada, for
 the sum of 7287 pesos and four reales. The livestock component of the transaction was broken
 down as follows:

 7900 sheep at three reales a head
 1315 rams at four reales a head

 182 mares at two pesos a head
 20 one-year-old colts at three pesos a head
 20 stallions at five pesos a head
 10 stallions at four pesos a head
 18 goats at three reales a head
 70 pigs at one peso a head
 25 pigs at four reales a head
 6 mules at eight pesos a head

 The sale of Chancol also included a payment of 270 pesos by which Fuenlabrada assumed the
 debt of the Indian shepherds, farmers, and servants who worked on the hacienda and who had
 received money as an advance on wages. The labour of these peons by the new owner was
 thus assured.23
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 After Fuenlabrada's death, in 1750 or 1751, his widow Manuela sold both Chancol and
 El Rosario to Francisco Ignacio de Barrutia, a Spanish resident of Santiago de Guatemala. The
 combined extent of the two haciendas was then almost 200 caballerias and the transaction was

 negotiated under the following terms: 4431 pesos for land; 1017 pesos for the chapel of Nuestra
 Sefiora del Rosario with all its jewels and ornaments; and 14 029 pesos for livestock, grain,
 wool, farm equipment, and houses. Barrutia then set out to incorporate, by aggressive and
 systematic buying, the greater part of the Altos de Chiantla into one single property. By the
 end of the eighteenth century his holdings amounted to an impressive 500 caballerias (over
 50 000 acres) which contained excellent cropland, rich pasture, plentiful water, fine stands of
 timber, and produced high quality grain, cheese, and livestock.24

 The retreat to the countryside characteristic of the long years of the seventeenth-century
 depression therefore marked the beginning of significant Spanish interest in taking up the land.
 In the Cuchumatanes the process of expansion was somewhat delayed, but by the late seven-
 teenth century Spaniards were present in important numbers. They were especially attracted
 to the ranching possibilities of the Altos de Chiantla. The majority of those holding land
 were private individuals, but the Church was also involved in the carving up of Cuchumatain
 pastures.25

 The return to more prosperous times in the eighteenth century witnessed a handful of
 men emerging as wealthy owners of estates on the Altos de Chiantla, where sheep, cattle, horses,
 and mules were raised by Indians bound to their hacendados by debt peonage. The creation
 of sizeable Spanish holdings in the Cuchumatanes, however, was not undertaken entirely at
 the expense of the territorial integrity of the Indian communities of the region.

 PATTERNS OF INDIAN LANDHOLDING

 In the mid-sixteenth century, under the policy of forced resettlement referred to as congregacidn,
 entire Indian communities throughout highland Guatemala were ordered to reside in nucleated,
 church-dominated town sites where they were legally entitled to an allotment of land from which
 to derive basic subsistence. Included in this allotment were both arable tracts and an area desig-
 nated ejido, uncultivated land held in common by the Indians and used by them for cutting
 firewood, grazing livestock, hunting animals, and gathering the various products of the forest.
 In addition to the 'new' lands held in the vicinity of congregaciones, the Indians continued to
 cultivate the 'old' lands surrounding their former homes in the mountains, although seldom
 with a legal title to do so. From the mid-sixteenth century on, a fundamental division existed
 in the pattern of native land tenure between 'new' lands surrounding congregaciones and 'old'
 lands some distance away.26

 Indian towns and villages usually held land under a communal title, and often successfully
 solicited the Spanish authorities for territorial extensions beyond the standard one league ejido
 allocation.27 In order to maintain a firm legal standing, many communities periodically updated
 or 'composed' their titles by payments to a penurious Crown, thus lessening the risk of
 encroachment by Spaniards or Ladinos; the Indians of Sacapulas, for instance, as late as 1789
 paid 143 pesos for a composicidn de tierras.28

 Within certain congregaciones, a classic example being that of Sacapulas, land was held not
 only by the community as a whole but also by the distinctive social groups, known by the name
 calpul or parcialidad (see Fig. 2 and Table II), which collectively comprised the settlement and
 which, despite their Christian nomenclature, stubbornly retained a strong sense of autochthon-
 ous identity.29 Some land was also set aside for the upkeep of cofradias, religious fraternities
 or sodalities devoted to the veneration of a particular Catholic saint. Many Cuchumatin cofra-
 dias, in Aguacatin, Chiantla, Huehuetenango, Sacapulas, and Soloma, held land on which cattle
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 FIGURE 2. Indian Landholdings at Santo Domingo Sacapulas in the late eighteenth century

 and sheep were raised with a view to financing specific celebrations and festivities centred on
 the parish church.30

 The wealthiest members of native society were the lineage heads known as caciques and
 principales. These Indian leaders were often awarded private grants of land in recognition of
 their elite status and also for performing specific services, such as the collection of tribute, for
 their Spanish masters (see Table III). Although no cacique-owned estates, or cacicazgos,
 emerged in the Cuchumatanes to compare with those developed by high-ranking lineages in
 the Valley of Oaxaca, a number of native rulers were conspicuously better off materially than
 the common members of their community. One such individual in the late seventeenth century
 was Pedro Hernindez, an Indian leader of Santiago Chimaltenango who, according to Fuentes
 y Guzmain, enjoyed an impressive personal estate comprised of land, livestock, and 'no small
 amount of money'.3'
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 TABLE II

 Indian landholding, by calpul or parcialidad, in the town of Sacapulas
 (c. 1775-1795)

 Calpul or Number of tributarios
 parcialidad Amount of landI in calpul

 San Pedro 71c. 251-2/3 ca. 67

 Santiago and
 San Sebastiin 42c 156 ca. 141
 Santo Tomas 121c. 146-2/3 ca. 60
 San Francisco 78c. 237 ca. 98

 'In caballerias (c.) and cuerdas (ca.):
 1 caballer'a = 105 acres,
 1 cuerda = 0- 1 acres.
 Note:

 In addition to the above lands owned individually by calpul or parcialidad was
 an ejido allocation of 38 caballerias and 183-1/3 cuerdas.
 Source:

 AGCA Al, leg. 6060, exp. 53305 and leg. 6044, exp. 53348.

 TABLE III

 Medidas and composiciones of land granted to Indian caciques and principales in the Cuchumatdn Highlands (1600-1711)

 Year Location of holding Extent of holding Recipients AGCA source

 1600 Vicinity of 19-1/2 caballerfas Antonio, Francisco, Al. Exp. 51906
 Chiantla and Luis de leg. 5935

 Mendoza

 1628 Vicinity of Todos 6 caballerfas Juan de Herrera Al. Exp. 51965
 Santos Cuchumatin leg. 5940

 1705 Vicinity of Chiantla 4 caballerias Baltasar Jim6nez Al. Exp. 10218
 Celajui leg. 1574

 1711 Vicinity of 14 caballerias Pedro y Sebastiin Al. Exp. 10222
 Aguacatin de Escovar leg. 1578

 An important feature of Indian landholding in several of the most remote Cuchumatin
 communities was the cultivation of tropical lowland areas to the west, north, and east of the
 highland congregaciones. Seasonal migration down from the Cuchumatanes in order to cultivate
 fertile and lightly populated tierra templada or tierra caliente in the neighbouring Usumacinta
 lowlands was a long-established practice among the Indians of Santa Eulalia, and was also
 characteristic of other communities, including San Sebastian Coatain, San Juan Cotzal, and
 San Gaspar Chajul.32 Three or four leagues distant from the congregaciones, these lands in
 addition to fine yields of corn and chile also produced cacao, cotton, sugar cane, and a wealth
 of fruits that could not be grown in the tierra frt'a of the highlands. Because of this locational
 advantage, Indian settlements along the northern frontier of the Cuchumatanes were apparently
 never seriously affected by a shortage of cultivable land.33

 The luxury of expanding on to virgin agricultural territory, however, was not enjoyed by
 the myriad Indian communities along the southern edge of the Cuchumatanes. In these parts,
 as elsewhere in highland Guatemala, land was much more scarce, due chiefly to a greater density
 of native settlement and the closer proximity of Spanish and Ladino settlers who could encroach
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 upon Indian holdings. Thus the Indians of San Sebastian Huehuetenango, in 1741 and 1811,
 petitioned the Crown for more land in view of the inability of existing resources to support
 their rising numbers.34 Similarly, the Indians of Huehuetenango in 1812 requested that they
 be given a sum of money in order to buy Crown land with which to supplement their present
 community holdings, since much of their ejido had been taken over by land-hungry Ladinos.
 The Indians also complained bitterly about 'the enormous animals, owned by our Ladino
 neighbours, which invade our fields and destroy our crops'.35 Land was therefore at a greater
 premium in the southern margins of the Cuchumatanes than in the remote northern reaches
 adjacent to sparsely settled topical lowlands. Not surprisingly, disputes over landownership
 were both more prolific and more intense in the south than in the north.

 LAND DISPUTES (1705-1821)

 Extant archival documentation indicates that conflict between Spaniards and Indians over
 ownership of land in the Cuchumatanes was most significant during the eighteenth and early
 nineteenth centuries (see Table IV). Disputes between the two factions doubtless arose during
 earlier times but were more pronounced between 1700 and 1821 for two reasons: first, it was
 during this period that the native population began its slow numerical recovery after the demo-
 graphic collapse brought about by the Spanish conquest, thus precipitating a need for more
 land to feed more people36; and second, the years 1700-1821 marked a period of interest in
 the taking up of land on the part of Spaniards and Ladinos who, in emerging from a severe
 economic depression, saw in landholding both a desirable security and a capacity for some degree
 of self-sufficiency.

 Significantly, two of the earliest documented disputes involved highly prized arable
 and grazing land on and adjacent to the Altos de Chiantla. The Spanish contestant in both
 cases was Juan Martinez de la Vega, an aggressive and wealthy hacendado. Indian communities
 fighting against the encroachment of the Spaniard's estate included Chiantla, Todos Santos,
 and San Martin Cuchumatin.

 In 1705, Martinez de la Vega requested that he be assigned what he claimed were 'vacant
 lands' (tierras baldias) in the area known as Mamenguich6 about one league from the town of
 Chiantla. His principal reason for wanting the land was to extend the amount of pasture available
 to him for the raising of sheep. The Indians of Chiantla, however, claimed that Mamenguich6
 comprised 'the best land the community holds, for it is here that we grow corn and graze sheep
 so that we can pay the tribute required by His Majesty'.37

 In the long legal entanglement that followed, numerous individuals were called upon to
 submit information that would settle the dispute. Some Spaniards supported the request of
 Martinez de la Vega. Among them was Manuel Martin, who stated that the Indians 'have land
 in other parts which is both fertile and plentiful'.38 Other Spaniards argued in support of the
 Indians, among them Joseph Brillegar and Pedro de Chaivez, the latter himself a local land-
 holder and a rival of Martinez de la Vega. Arbitration by the juez de tierras, an official of the
 Crown responsible for the settlement of land disputes, eventually resulted in a new title to 178
 caballerias being given to the Indians. Included in this allocation were four caballeri'as of land
 at Mamenguichi, suggesting that the conflict was finally settled in favour of the Indians.39

 Over thirty years later, in 1737, Juan Martinez de la Vega, by then the owner of haciendas
 Chancol, El Rosario, and La Capellania, was involved in another dispute. The Indian contestants
 on this occasion were the communities of Todos Santos and San Martin Cuchumatin. In a

 letter to the district governor, Martinez de la Vega bluntly stated that 'the Indians-without
 cause, without title, and without any reason whatsoever-have begun to pasture their sheep
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 TABLE IV

 Land disputes between Spaniards and Indian towns in the Cuchumatan Highlands (1705-1820)

 Year Contestants AGCA source

 1705 Juan Martinez de la Vega versus Chiantla Al, leg. 5960, exp. 52251
 1737 Juan Martinez de la Vega versus Todos Santos Al, leg. 3025, exp. 29183

 Cuchumat~n Al, leg. 5976, exp. 52505
 1772- Mateo Morales and Juan Jose Franco versus Al, leg. 6018, exp. 53040
 1779 San Pedro Necta Al, leg. 6102, exp. 55702

 Al, leg. 2899, exp. 26827
 1775 Nicolas Recinos versus Indians of San Al, leg. 6021, exp. 53075

 Sebastian Huehuetenango
 1777 Pedro Henriquez versus Santa Maria Cunen Al, leg. 6022, exp. 53093
 1793 Parish priest of Huehuetenango versus Al, leg. 6040, exp. 53302

 San Pedro Necta

 1803 Ladino community versus Indian community Al, leg. 6092, exp. 55333
 (Huehuetenango)

 1808 Luis Aguilar versus Indian communities of Al, leg. 2919, exp. 27230
 Jacaltenango parish

 1813 Jose Domingo Franco versus San Sebastian Al, leg. 6052, exp. 53498
 Coatain

 1814 Nolberzo Zamallorga versus Indian community Al, leg. 6117, exp. 56583
 of Huehuetenango

 1816 Hacienda San Lucas y San Antonio 'Tierra Al, leg. 6118, exp. 56683
 Negra' versus Indians of the communities Al, leg. 5329, exp. 44907
 of San Mateo Ixtatain and San Sebastian
 Coatin

 1820 Jose and Joaquin Montejo versus Jacaltenango Al, leg. 2806, exp. 27672

 on lands which are part of my haciendas'.40 The hacendado complained that the sheep, some
 140 head, were overgrazing a certain pasture and thus causing damage to his property, 'all
 of which has been composed and purchased from Your Majesty'.41 Two Indians in particular,
 Francisco Perez and Gaspar Chap, were singled out as being the chief culprits.

 For their part, the Indians of Todos Santos and San Martin Cuchumat~in claimed that
 the stretch of land on which they grazed their sheep, known as Siquibilchas, was allocated to
 them as ejido, and stated in a letter to the juez de tierras that the land was in fact recorded
 as belonging to them in the community titles they currently held. The Indians also mentioned
 that they had 'no other land which can be used to pasture sheep' and that Martinez de la Vega
 had 'more than 100 caballerias on which to raise his sheep, which is more than sufficient'.
 Siquibilchas was needed, the Indians argued, 'so that we can pay our tribute and clothe and
 feed our families'.43 Although they sent their community titles as proof of ownership to the
 appropriate authorities, litigation this time went against the Indians. Under threat of imprison-
 ment and the confiscation of their sheep, the Indians withdrew their claims to Siquibilchas and
 abandoned the pasture completely.

 The two cases outlined above can be considered more or less characteristic of the land

 disputes between Spaniards and Indians that occurred throughout the eighteenth and early
 nineteenth centuries (see Table IV). Some conflicts were litigated in favour of Spaniards or
 Ladinos, others in favour of the Indians. Not all disputes, however, were settled peacefully,
 for some documents record occasional outbreaks of violence. For example, in a land dispute
 at Huehuetenango in 1814, the Indian farmer Tom~is Moreno was attacked by a knife-bearing
 Ladino who had driven his cattle on to the Indian's cornfield.44 The invasion of Indian lands

 by cattle owned by Spaniards and Ladinos was a common source of conflict.45
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 TABLE V

 Land disputes among Indian towns in the Cuchumatdn tHighlands

 Year Contestants AGCA source

 1711- San Antonio Huista, Santa Ana Huista, Al. 24, leg. 1579, exp. 10223
 1712 and Jacaltenango
 1730- Aguacatain versus Sacapulas Al, leg. 5982, exp. 52582
 1800's Al, leg. 5978, exp. 52518

 Al, leg. 5979, exp. 52536
 Al, leg. 6051, exp. 53470

 1743 Jacaltenango versus Santa Ana Huista Al, leg. 5985, exp. 52635
 1814- Jacaltenango versus Todos Santos Al, leg. 6117, exp. 56588
 1840's Cuchumatain Al, leg. 6118, exp. 56680

 Al, leg. 2806, exp. 24664
 Al, leg. 6118, exp. 56709
 Al, leg. 6055, exp. 53546
 Al, leg. 6118, exp. 56696
 Al, leg. 2927, exp. 27474
 Al, leg. 2957, exp. 25791

 1817 San Miguel Acatain versus San Marcos Al, leg. 2929, exp. 27463
 Jacaltenango

 1821 San Martin Cuchumatain, Todos Santos, B3.6, leg. 47, exp. 983
 and Jacaltenango

 In addition to land disputes between Spaniards and Ladinos on the one hand, and Indian
 communities on the other, conflict also arose between native groups in the Cuchumatin high-
 lands (see Table V).

 From 1730 until the early 1800s, the Indians of the Chalchitain parcialidad of Aguacat'in
 clashed with the Indians of the Santo Tomais parcialidad of Sacapulas over the ownership of
 a section of land between the two towns known as Pichiquil. According to the testimony of
 Fray Raymundo de Herrera, the parish preist of Sacapulas, Pichiquil belonged to the Indians
 of Santo Tomais by virtue of the members of this parcialidad being the descendents of the
 Lamaquib group who were brought from a settlement called Solchum (Xolchun) to form part
 of the congregacidn of Sacapulas in the mid-sixteenth century. Pichiquil, the priest stated, had
 traditionally been worked by the Lamaquib of Xolchun. Their descendents, therefore, were the
 legitimate holders of the terrain. Since the Indians of Santo Tomis were now in need of more
 land, Herrera argued that they should be given legal title to their ancestral territory.46

 The Indians of Chalchitin, however, claimed that Pichiquil was originally held by their
 forefathers, the Bai'joon, and therefore belonged to them. Furthermore, they vehemently con-
 tended that the Indians of Sacapulas were economically much better off than they were, on
 account of owning 'ten haciendas with both livestock and a plentiful amount of land, in addition
 to working salt deposits and not having, like our community, to provide the frequent users of
 the royal highway with food and lodging'.47

 A lengthy litigation ensued. Juan Jos6 Ord6fiez, an official of the Crown, called for a
 complete remeasurement of the land boundaries between the towns of Aguacatain, Sacapulas,
 Cunen, and Nebaj. He was extremely sceptical of 'proof' of ownership in the form of titles
 he considered old and useless, and stated that Pichiquil was the property neither of Aguacatain
 nor Sacapulas but was tierra realenga belonging only to the Crown. Tempers flared as the dispute
 dragged on. Santo Tomais twice accused Chalchitain of robbing livestock from land near Pichiquil
 belonging to the cofradids of Sacapulas. By the end of the eighteenth century, arbitration by
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 a royal surveyor gave legal ownership of the disputed land to Santo Tomis, principally because
 their parcialidad had a greater number of tribute payers, and hence more need of land, than
 their rivals in Aguacatain. The Indians of Chalchitain, for their part, refused to recognize the
 decision, had continued to occupy Pichiquil until their forceful eviction from the terrain in 1808
 by the district governor, Prudencio de Cosar.48

 An equally heated dispute over land ownership took place in the early nineteenth century
 between the Indian communities of Jacaltenango and Todos Santos Cuchumatain. Conflict was
 again centred on land which formed a boundary between the two towns. Confrontation on this
 occasion apparently originated because the Mam Indians of Todos Santos considered that they
 had bought land from their Jacalteca neighbours while the latter viewed the exchange not as
 a sale but merely as a temporary rental arrangement.49

 The land under contest was in an area called Gechec, traditionally Jacaltec ejido but claimed
 by Todos Santos through 'purchase' from Jacaltenango. In 1814, numerous families from Todos
 Santos who worked plots of land at Gechec reported that Indians from Jacaltenango, Petatain,
 and concepci6n had invaded and burned their homes, had attacked and threatened innocent
 people, and had made off with twelve sacks of corn.50 The Indians of Todos Santos swiftly
 retaliated. By 1817, after a series of attacks and counter-attacks, the situation had deteriorated
 to such a degree that the parish priest of Jacaltenango, Jose Le6n Faboada, warned Crown
 officials of the possibility of 'a murderous riot with grave consequences'.51 In an attempt to
 resolve the feud, the district governor, one Manuel Jose de Lara, arranged a meeting with parish
 representatives and afterwards ordered a complete remeasurement of the land boundaries
 between the two communities. This move seems to have had little impact, however, for
 Jacaltenango and Todos Santos were still bickering over land jurisdiction in the mid-nineteenth
 century.52

 Disputes over land ownership developed not only between neighbouring Indian communi-
 ties but also within communities between rival parcialidades. Nowhere was this internal conflict
 more marked than at Sacapulas. Throughout the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the
 various social groups which comprised the congregacidn were in almost continual collision as each
 capul or parcialidad sought to gain control over as much land in the vicinity of the town site
 as possible (see Fig. 2). Thus the parcialidad of San Pedro waged a long legal battle against
 the parcialidades of Santiago and San Sebastian, principally over the right of the former faction
 to have access to the salinas (salt works) illegally dominated, so it was alleged, by the latter."3
 Similarly, the parcialidad of San Francisco was embroiled in a lengthy litigation with the
 parcialidad of Santo Tomis, chiefly over attempts by the latter faction to restrict the access
 of the former to fertile irrigable land in parts of the Rio Negro valley."4

 Land disputes were therefore a prevalent feature of eighteenth and nineteenth-century
 life in several communities of the southern Cuchumatain region. Conflict most often occurred
 within the more densely settled zone of Spanish-Indian contact stretching from Aguacatain
 and Sacapulas in the east to Chiantla and Huehuetenango in the centre-south and beyond to
 Jacaltenango and Huista in the west. Land appears to have been as highly prized during the
 middle and late colonial period as it is today. The uses to which land in the Cuchumatanes
 was put will now be briefly discussed.

 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY

 Through the introduction of new tools, new crops, and domesticated animals, the Spaniards
 radically and irrevocably altered patterns of land use in the Cuchumatin highlands. The
 European conquerors had little success, however, in creating an agricultural economy which
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 was of much commercial significance, simply because most parts of the Cuchumatanes were
 environmentally unsuitable for colonial cash crops such as cacao and indigo. One of the few
 market-oriented activities made possible by the physical geography of the region was the raising
 of livestock.

 Several Indian communities are documented as supporting sizeable herds of livestock,
 particularly sheep. Fuentes y Guzmin, for instance, recorded 'large and plentiful flocks of sheep,
 all with excellent meat' at Santiago Chimaltenango.55 Joseph de Olvarrieta and Archbishop
 Cortes y Larraz noted the same at San Lorenzo, San Juan Ixcoy, San Pedro Soloma, San Miguel
 Acatain, San Sebastian Coatain, Santa Eulalia, and San Mateo Ixtatin.56 Although most native
 communities kept some animals, whether sheep, goats, pigs, turkeys, chickens or even a few
 head of cattle, Indian stock raising in the Cuchumatain highlands was far surpassed by the
 pastoral pursuits of the Spanish haciendas of the region.

 According to Fuentes y Guzmin, Spanish residents of Huehuetenango at the end of the
 seventeenth century depended for their livelihood 'on haciendas which raise all kinds of livestock,
 because the countryside here is ideally suited for this type of activity'.57 The largest ranches
 were on the Altos de Chiantla where, in addition to horses, mules, and cattle, tens of thousands
 of sheep were grazed. On the Moscoso holdings alone, over 20 000 sheep were raised 'for
 the supply of wool and meat' chiefly to Huehuetenango, Quezaltenango, and Santiago de
 Guatemala.58 Wool production fostered the development of weaving in the district, especially
 among the Indians of Chiantla, Huehuetenango, and Santa Isabel."9 Meat production and
 preservation was facilitated by the proximity of two local salt sources, one at Sacapulas and
 the other at San Mateo Ixtatain.60 Twice yearly, the livestock industry of the Cuchumatanes
 was given added vitality by the agricultural fairs held at Chiantla in conjunction with extravagant
 religious ceremonies related to the cult of the Virgin.61 These fairs attracted buyers and
 sellers of quality livestock from all over Mexico and Central America and, together with regular
 transactions, must have represented a modest but noteworthy source of alcabala (sales-tax)
 income for the Crown.62

 Although locally and, to a lesser extent, regionally important, the Cuchumatin livestock
 economy must be properly viewed against the larger and more widespread backdrop of Indian
 subsistence and tribute-oriented agriculture. Native communities worked the land primarily to
 subsist and pay tribute. During years of good harvests, there might be a surplus left after
 subsistence needs had been met and tribute paid; this could either be stored or traded. In times
 of crisis, brought on by drought or earthquake, by an outbreak of disease or an invasion of
 locusts, there was barely enough food to survive even before tribute was due.63

 The Indians grew a variety of crops. Some were age-old staples, such as maize, beans,
 chile peppers, and squash. Others, like wheat, sugar cane, onions, garlic, bananas, apples, and
 peaches, were introduced by the Spaniards. Indian communities tended to specialize, then as
 now, in producing whatever was best suited to local conditions. Thus sugar cane was cultivated
 at San Ildefonso Ixtahacin, San Pedro Necta, and San Andres Cuilco.64 Salt was produced
 by Sacapulas and San Mateo Ixtatain, and was taken by itinerant merchants as far away as
 Chiapas, Quezaltenango, and Suchitepequez, where it was traded for cacao and cotton.65 Todos
 Santos grew apples and made from them each year 'more than 2000 jugs of cider which sell
 for 24 reales a jug'.66 Wheat, the cultivation of which was taught to the Indians by missionaries
 in the sixteenth century,67 was grown as a cash crop at Santa Maria Cun~n, San Sebastiin,
 and Concepci6n; it was used to feed the Spanish residents of Ciuadad Real de Chipas, Comitain,
 Chiantla, and Huehetenango.68 A small amount of cacao and achiote, a vegetable dye used to
 colour food, was produced at Huista, San Andrds Cuilco, and San Andrds Jacaltenango.69 And
 bananas and pineapples were grown at Purificaci6n Jacaltenango.70
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 CONCLUSION

 Land in the Cuchumatanes was therefore put to good use, by both Spaniard and Indian alike.
 Spanish interest in land in the region was almost negligible in the sixteenth century, with the
 possible exception of the Huehuetenango area. This interest became increasingly important
 during the seventeenth-century depression, and continued throughout the eighteenth century
 up until Guatemalan independence in 1821. Land acquisition by Spaniards had less of an impact
 on native communities until the end of the seventeenth century, when the Indian population
 began its demographic recovery after a century and a half of decline. A growing native
 population clashing with Spanish desires for land resulted, between 1700 and 1821, in a spate
 of conflict over land rights and ownership. Disputes developed between Spaniards and Indians,
 and also between and within native communities. The hacienda, with its marked orientation
 towards raising livestock tended by native peon labour, certainly emerged as a recognizable
 feature of the Cuchumatain landscape, but while Spanish encroachment was by no means
 insignificant, the Indians managed nonetheless to retain possession of many of their ancestral
 lands. Explanation of such a pattern lies intertwined in the physical remoteness of the region,
 its limited economic potential, the nature of Spanish colonialism in Central America, and the
 tenacity and willingness of Cuchumatain Indians to exercise their rights as subjects of the Crown
 by entering into the often lengthy and complex litigation process.

 As William Taylor correctly speculated a few years ago, landholding in colonial Guatemala,
 at least judging from the Cuchumatin evidence, would seem to bear little resemblance either
 to the North Mexican model or to the case of the Valley of Oaxaca. The Cuchumatain pattern,
 rather, straddles an intriguing middle ground between both these extremes.
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 NOTES

 1. An excellent review of hacienda literature is contained in Magnus Mdrner's critical historiographical essay 'The Spanish
 American Hacienda: A survey of recent research and debate', Hispanic Am. Hist. Rev. 53 (2): 183-216 (May 1973).

 2. BORAH, W. (1951) New Spain's century of depression (Berkeley and Los Angeles) and CHEVALIER, F. (1952) La formation des
 grands domaines au Mexique: Terre et sociiti aux XVI-XVII siecles (Paris: Institut d'Ethnologie). The latter has been translated
 by Alvin Eustis and edited by Lesley B. Simpson as Land and society in colonial Mexico: the great hacienda (Berkeley and Los
 Angeles 1970).

 3. BORAH, W. (1951) op. cit., p.44
 4. MACLEOD, M. J. (1973) Spanish Central America: a socio-economic history, 1520-1720 (Berkeley and Los Angeles)
 5. MACLEOD, M. J. (1973) op. cit., pp. 230, 308
 6. MACLEOD, M. J. (1973) op. cit., p. 309. A 'Ladino' in Guatemala is a person of mixed Spanish and Indian descent whose

 lifestyle is significantly more 'western' than that of his full-blooded Indian countrymen.
 7. TAYLOR, W. B. (1972) Landlord and peasant in the colonial Oaxaca, (Stanford)
 8. TAYLOR, W. B. (1972) op. cit., p. 201
 9. TAYLOR, W. B. (1974) 'Landed society in New Spain; a view from the South', Hispanic Am. Hist. Rev. 54(3): 389. Studies

 which tend, in general, to support the Taylor view of marked regional variation in the fabric of economic and social life in
 colonial Mexico include BAKEWELL, P. J. (1971) Silver mining and society in colonial Mexico: Zacatecas, 1546-1700 (Cambridge);
 BOYER, R. (1977) 'Mexico in the seventeenth century: transition of a colonial society', Hispanic Am. Hist. Rev. 57 (3): 455-78;
 BRADING, D. A. (1971) Miners and merchants in Bourbon Mexico, 1763-1810, (Cambridge) and (1978) Haciendas and Ranchos
 in the Mexican Bajio: Ledn, 1700-1860, (Cambridge); BRADING, D. A. and CROSS, H. E. (1972) 'Colonial silver mining: Mexico
 and Peru', Hispanic Am. Hist. Rev. 52 (4): 545-79; HOBERMAN, L. S. 'Merchants in seventeenth-century Mexico City: a
 preliminary portrait', Hispanic Am. Hist. Rev. 57 (3): 479-503; and ISRAEL, J. I. (1974) 'Mexico and the "general crisis" of
 the seventeenth century', Past and Present 63: 33-57 and (1975) Race, class, and politics in colonial Mexico, 1610-1670, (Oxford).
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 10. TAYLOR, W. B. (1974) op. cit. pp. 387-413
 11. MACLEOD, M. J. (1973) op. cit., pp. 374-89. An encomienda consisted of a grant of Indians who were required to provide

 labour and tribute, without remuneration, for privileged Spaniards. The recipients of such awards were known as encomenderos.
 A repartimento was a draft of forced native labour which theoretically should have been paid for. For a discussion of practices
 of labour exaction in the Cuchumatanes, see LOVELL, W. G. 'To submit and to serve: forced native labour in the Cuchumatin
 Highlands of Guatemala, 1525-1821', J. Hist. Geogr. (in press)

 12. RECINOS, A. (1954) Monografla del Departamento de Huehuetenango (Guatemala) pp. 54-5
 13. SHERMAN, W. L. (1979) Forced native labour in sixteenth century Central America (Lincoln) pp. 71 and 92; and DE FUENTES

 Y GUZM'N, F. A. (1972) Recordacidn Florida, (Madrid) pp. 47-8
 14. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. (1972) op. cit., pp. 44-51 and RECINOs, A. (1954) op. cit., pp. 53-79, contain valuable

 summaries of the modest mining operations carried out by both Spaniards and Indians during the colonial period. There is
 also fairly substantial archival documentation on the subject in the Archivo General de Centroamerica (hereafter AGCA) in
 Guatemala City. Silver from the mines of Chiantla was used to decorate churches throughout Guatemala. The famous image
 of the Virgin in the parish church, known as Nuestra Sefiora de Chiantla, was itself made from the silver of nearby mines.
 A large mural in the parish church, portraying a robust Spaniard supervising the labour of a number of Indians who are pushing
 wheelbarrows, hauling loads, and hacking away in a shaft penetrating a hillside, garishly records the mining tradition of the
 community.

 15. For a discussion of native demographic collapse in the region, see LOVELL, W. G. (1981) 'Population change in the Cuchumatin
 Highlands of Guatemala', Bull. Soc. Lat. Am. Stud. 33: 8-44 and (1981) 'The historical demography of the Cuchumatin
 Highlands of Guatemala, 1500-1821', in ROBINSON, D. J. (ed.), Studies in Spanish American population history (Boulder) pp.
 195-216

 16. A caballeria is a unit of land measuring approximately 105 acres or 42 hectares.
 17. AGCA, A3, legajo (hereafter leg.) 2863, expediente (hereafter exp.) 41696 and 41698
 18. MACLEOD, M. J. (1973) op. cit., pp. 222-4 and pp. 310-29
 19. AGCA, A1.20, leg. 1495, exp. 9974 and RECINOS, A. (1954) op. cit., p. 197
 20. RECINOS, A. (1954) op. cit., p. 197
 21. RECINOs, A. (1954) op. cit., p. 198
 22. AGCA, Al. 43, leg. 2895, exp. 26738 and RECINOS, A. (1954) op. cit., pp. 199-200
 23. RECINOs, A. (1954) op. cit., pp. 200-1. Debt peonage was the customary means of securing labour for the haciendas of the

 Altos de Chiantla. See AGCA, A3, leg. 2775, exp. 40090 and A1.24, leg. 6096, exp. 55491.
 24. AGCA, Al. leg. 6001, exp. 52831 and REICINOS, A. (1954) op. cit., pp. 201-2. The holdings of Barrutia were sold in 1830

 to Joaqufn Mont y Prats for 15 000 pesos. The estate was finally dismantled by the Guatemalan government at the end of
 the nineteenth century.

 25. See, for example, AGCA, A1.24, leg. 1577, folio 3, which concerns a title to seven caballerfas of land on the Altos de Chiantla
 awarded to the Mercedarian monastery of Jacaltenango.

 26. SIMPSON, L. B. (1934) Studies in the administration of the Indians in New Spain (Berkeley) p. 44 and VEBLEN, T. T. (1975)
 The ecological, cultural, and historical bases of forest preservation in Totonicapdn, Guatemala (Berkeley: University of California,
 unpublished Ph.D. dissertation), p. 339. For a discussion of the policy of congregacaidn in the Cuchumatanes and its enduring
 imprint on the cultural landscape, see LOVELL, W. G. 'Settlement change in Spanish America: the dynamics of congregacidn
 in the Cuchumatin Highlands of Guatemala, 1541-1821' Can. Geogr. (in press).

 27. See, for example, AGCA, Al, leg. 6006, exp. 52879, which concerns a title to 27 caballerias of land awarded to the Indian
 community of San Andres Cuilco on May 25, 1759.

 28. DE SOLANO, F. (1977) Tierra y Sociedad en el Reino de Guatemala, (Guatemala) pp. 114-53
 29. AGCA, Al, leg. 6042, exp. 53327
 30. AGCA, A.11, leg. 6106, exp. 55864, 55865, 55802 and 55800
 31. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. (1972) op. cit., pp. 24-5
 32. AGCA, Al. 17.7, leg. 210, exp 5008 and A1.44, leg. 6115, exp. 56343. Fuentes y Guzmin, in a rough sketch of the principal

 features of the Cuchumatain region in the Recordacidn Florida, actually depicts the 'Ranchos de Santa Eulalia' in Lacand6n
 country four leagues to the north and west of the highland townsite of Santa Eulalia. CORTE'S Y LARRAZ, P. (1958) Descripcidn
 Geogrdfico-Moral de la Diocesis de Goathemala, (Guatemala) Vol. II, p. 126, also mentions this migration into the Lacand6n
 lowlands on the part of the Indians of Santa Eulalia.

 33. The locational advantage, however, was offset by the problem of being open to attack by hostile Lacand6n Indians who inhabited
 the Usumacinta lowlands. Raids into the northern Cuchumatanes by invading Lacandones were a common occurrence through-
 out the colonial period. See LOVELL, W. G. op. cit. (footnote 26).

 34. AGCA, Al, leg. 5983, exp. 52607 and Al, leg. 6501, exp. 53484
 35. AGCA, A1.45.6, leg. 386, exp. 8058
 36. LOVELL, W. G. (1981) op. cit., pp. 21-36
 37. AGCA, Al, leg. 5960, exp. 52251
 38. AGCA, Al, leg. 5960, exp. 52251
 39. AGCA, Al, leg. 5960, exp. 52251
 40. AGCA, Al, leg. 5976, exp. 52505
 41. AGCA, Al, leg. 5976, exp. 52505 and Al, leg. 3025, exp. 29183
 42. AGCA, Al, leg. 5976, exp. 52505
 43. AGCA, Al, leg. 5976, exp. 52505
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 44. AGCA, Al. 57, leg. 6117, exp. 56583
 45. AGCA, A1.45.8, leg. 5329, exp. 44907; A1.45.9, leg. 2928, exp. 27452; and A1.45.8, leg. 2806, exp.247672
 46. AGCA, Al, leg. 5979, exp. 52536. According to the Popol Vuh, the Lamaq or Lamaquib were one of the groups which came

 from the East with the Quiche forefathers. See RECINOs, A. (1950) Popol Vuh: The Sacred Book of the Ancient Quichi Maya,
 (Oklahoma) pp. 170-3 and CARMACK, R. M. (1973) Quichean civilization: the ethnohistoric, ethnographic, and archaeological sources,
 (Berkeley and Los Angeles) pp. 207, 368-9.

 47. AGCA, Al, leg. 5978, exp. 52518
 48. AGCA, Al, leg. 5979, exp. 52536; Al, leg. 5978, exp. 52518; and Al, leg. 6051, exp. 53470. The Indians of Aguacatain never

 abandoned their claim to Pichiquil. Their perservance finally paid off, because sometime after 1808 the decision to award
 Pichiquil to Sacapulas was reversed. Today, Pichiquil is a village in a township of Aguacatain. See URRUTIA, M. M. (1961)
 La divisidn politica y administrativa de la repThblica de Guatemala, (Guatemala) Tomo I, p. 663.

 49. AGCA, A1.45, leg. 6117, exp. 56588
 50. AGCA, Al. leg. 6055, exp. 53546 and A1.45, leg. 6118, exp. 56709
 51. AGCA, A1.45.1, leg. 2806, exp. 24664
 52. AGCA, B.1001, leg. 1419, exp. 33408
 53. AGCA, Al, leg. 6025, ex p. 53126 and Al, leg. 6037, exp. 53257
 54. AGCA, Al, leg. 6021, exp. 53084; Al, leg. 6040, exp. 53305; and Al, leg. 6042, exp. 53327. An excellent summary of the

 internal land conflicts at Sacapulas in the late eighteenth century may be found in CARMACK, R. M. (1973) op. cit., pp.
 206-9.

 55. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. (1972) op. cit., p. 24
 56. AGCA, A1.17.7, leg. 210, exp. 5008 and CORTES Y LARRAZ, P. (1958) op. cit., p. 123
 57. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. op. cit., p. 23
 581 AGCA, A1.24, leg 6096. exp. 55491
 59. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. (1972) op. cit., pp. 23, 24 and 32
 60. DE FUENTES Y GUZMAN, F. A. (1972) op. cit., pp. 46-7
 61. RECINOS, A. (1954) op. cit., p. 204. The agricultural fairs at Chiantla were held on February 2nd and September 8th each

 year, in conjunction with the Purification of the Virgin and the Nativity of the Virgin respectively.
 62. AGCA, A1.24, leg. 6096, exp. 55491 records the Moscoso holdings alone as paying 'large amounts of sales taxes', in addition

 to supporting a guild of hatmakers in Santiago de Guatemala.
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